










Summary of Rules (2 of 4)

Gameplay (cont’d)
If a player’s roll is lower than his
previous roll, he must stop and keep
the current roll.
After a player stops, the next player
rolls and so on.
After all players have rolled, player
with highest roll picks first from the
face up cards.
Player with second highest roll picks
second from the face up cards.
Player with the lowest roll takes the
remaining card.
Other players (if any) get nothing.
Player with the highest roll becomes
the start player for the next round.

Game End
Game ends when all cards are taken.

Summary of Rules (4 of 4)

Potion Jar Cards
“++” : Increases dice sum by 2.

“–” : All other players reduce their dice
sum by 1

“=” : The player claims someone else’s
dice sum as his own. In order for a
player to play this card, someone else
must have already rolled his dice in
that round.

“<<” : You may return to your
previously rolled sum.

All potion cards are removed from the
game after being used.
If different players play Potion Jar
cards in the same round, then the
effects are cumulative. Final player
sums are  based on all Potion Jar
cards in play.













Summary of Rules (1 of 4)

Set Up
Each player receives 2 dice and 1 of
each type of start card “<<” and “++”.
Sort game cards by color, shuffle each
color and form 3 face down stacks.
Choose a start player, play goes
clockwise around the table.

Gameplay
In each of 12 rounds:
Turn top card of each stack face up.
Starting with the start player, each
player rolls dice and decides to keep
the number or reroll both dice.
So long as the new roll is equal to or
higher than the previous roll, a player
may continue to reroll.
A player may stop rolling at any time
and keep his current roll.

Summary of Rules (3 of 4)

Scoring
Each player scores 3 points for each
princess card claimed and 2 points
for each castle card claimed.
Matching princess and castle cards
score a bonus 3 points.
Unused potion cards score 1 point.
Each player loses 1 point for each
defeat card (red back) claimed.
Each player loses an additional 2
points for each pair of matching defeat
cards claimed.
A player may not claim more than one
relationship per card.

Winning
Player with the highest score wins.
If there is a tie, tied player with fewer
cards wins.


